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Introduction:  Recent observations of several 

short period exoplanets found highly variable transit 
depths and asymmetric transit profiles indicative of 
large, comet-like tails trailing behind transiting ex-
oplanets [1,2,3,4]. Theoretical constraints imply these 
disintegrating planets are small, somewhere between 
lunar and earth mass, yet are losing mass at rates of 
roughly an earth mass per gigayear [5]. The large 
clouds of gas and dust that are ejected from these plan-
ets provide a unique opportunity to observe planetary 
material in vapor form, which is pivotal to our under-
standing of the formation and composition of low 
mass, potentially habitable, planets.  

The use of broadband spectroscopy has yet to re-
veal any measurable difference in transit depth, which 
implies the particles leaving these planets are roughly 
micron sized grains of unknown composition [3,6,7]. 
With JWST, infrared mineral spectroscopy of these 
systems can be carried out that will constrain the min-
eralogy of these grains, but to link the mineralogy to a 
given surface composition requires a model that cou-
ples atmospheric dynamics with mineral condensation 
of gas into dust.  

To this end, we propose a non-stationary atmos-
pheric mass loss model based on supersaturation and 
subsequent formation of “rock clouds”. We show ex-
actly why stationary hydrothermal escape is not to be 
expected for these low mass planets and necessitates a 
non-stationary model. The result is an atmospheric 
escape model that explains the chaotic dynamics of 
disintegrating planets (shown in Figure 1) and can 
readily be coupled to mineral condensation codes.  

 
Figure 1 – Transit photometry of disintegrating plane-
tary system KIC-1255 demonstrating the variable na-
ture of atmospheric mass loss. Figure adopted from 
[1]. 

Background:  Disintegrating planets are found on 
periods of roughly one day, which implies effective 
temperatures hot enough to vaporize rock. Due to their 
low mass, a high thermal pressure gradient dominates 
over gravity and drives bulk hydrothermal escape of 
the planet’s atmosphere. If this process is stationary, it 
is known as a Parker Wind, named after Eugene Par-
ker’s 1958 model of the solar wind [8]. Since the orig-
inal Parker Wind model, many non-stationary models 
have been put forth to describe hydrothermal expan-
sion in stellar atmospheres [9] but few non-stationary 
models exist to describe hydrothermal expansion in 
planetary atmospheres. While in some cases non-
stationary sophistications are not necessary (e.g. [10]), 
the highly variable transit depth of disintegrating plan-
ets implies such sophistications are absolutely essential 
to a working theory. In addition, the observed micron 
sized grains provide evidence that condensation is an 
important non-stationary process yet to be considered. 

Theory: The parameter regime over which the 
Parker Wind solution is valid encompasses almost all 
stars due to their high temperature and low mean mo-
lecular weight atmospheres. When applied to disinte-
grating planets, however, the rock vapor atmosphere is 
much heavier and much cooler than stars, and a Parker 
Wind solution is extremely fine tuned (such that a giv-
en temperature corresponds to a single mean molecular 
weight and vise versa). 

Our non-stationary model is based on a feedback 
process between the production of solids in a planet’s 
atmosphere and the optical depth of the atmosphere. 
As the surface vaporizes, the pressure of the constitu-
ent elements increases faster than the timescale for 
dynamic escape causing condensation, superstation, 
and the semi-stochastic formation of rock clouds. The-
se clouds, in turn, slow the rate of surface vaporization 
and absorb stellar energy resulting in their ejection. 
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